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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of the 
solution R of the equation 
R(f) + 1.’ a(t - s) R(s) ds = 1, tEW’=[0,m) (1.1) 
-0 
for certain kernels a. This function R is of interest because it is associated 
with the following resolvent formulas: The solution x of the equation 
x(t) + j-( a(t - s) x(s) ds = f(t), tEiFi’ 
-0 
is given by 
x(t)=f(t)+ (IR’(t-s)f(s)ds 
-0 
=f(O) R(t) + f’f’(r - s) R(s) ds, CE I?+. 
-0 
(For the last equality to hold, one must of course assume that f is locally 
absolutely continuous.) We denote -R’(t) by r(t) so that r satisfies the 
equation 
r(t) + if a(t - s) r(s) ds = a(t), fE Fit (1.2) 
-0 
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and we will also derive some results about the asymptotic behavior of r. 
Finally we consider the solution b of the equation 
a(t)/a(O) + 1’ u(t - s) b(s) ds = 1, tEIR+, (1.3) 
-0 
where a(r)/a(O) = 0 if lim,-o+ u(t) = 03 and t > 0. This function b is of 
interest because the solution x of the equation 
I 
t 
u(t - s) x(s) ds = f(t), t > 0, 
0 
that exists under suitable hypotheses on a andf, is given by 
x(t) = d/dt @‘u(O) + io’ b(t - s) f(s) ds). 
It is known (see, e.g., [ 1, Theorem I]) that if a is locally integrable, 
positive and nonincreasing and log(u) is convex, then 0 < R(t) < 
(1 +J;u(s)d+’ and 0 < r(t) < u(t)( 1 + ib u(s) ds)-‘. The purpose of this 
paper is to improve these estimates. Here it will also be assumed that log(a) 
is convex, although this condition could be replaced by the hypothesis that 
r(t) is nonnegative, but this assumption is quite difficult to check. Note that 
if a E P((0, co)), (-ly’u(j)(t) > 0 j= 0 1 a f 0, then log(u) is convex 
(see [8]), and both r and R are/;hen also’ c:mpletely monotone. Kernels of 
this kind arise, for example, as Green’s functions for some partial differential 
equations (see [ 5]), where results similar to those in this paper are derived 
and used in certain special cases. In [5] one can also find examples of how 
the results of this paper can be applied to nonlinear equations through 
linearization. 
The main result is 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
a E &‘,,p +; R), 
a is continuous, positive and nonincreasing on (0, oo), 
log(u) is convex on (0, a), 
v(t) - v(t@ + 0 us t + 03 uniformly for /I 
in compact subsets of (0, a), where 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6 > 
44 = M)/A (t), A(t) = jo’ u(s) ds, (1.7 1 
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Jim s,up ] fa’(t)/a(t)j < co, 
lim&f Ita’(t)/a(t)l > 0. * 
(l-8) 
(1.9) 
If R is the solution of Eq. (1. 1 ), then 
R(t) = (1 + o(l))l(l + ~W)/A(O)AW) as t-03, (1.10) 
where p(z) = nz/sin(nz). 
Remark. It will be clear from the proof that hypothesis (1.5) could be 
replaced by the assumptions that r(t) > 0, (where r is the solution of 
Eq. (1.2)), and that a is, e.g., locally absolutely continuous and 
supt> I I ta’(t)la(t)l < co* 
It follows from (1.5) and (1.9) that lim,,, a(t) = 0 and clearly 
assumption (1.8) will rule out some cases where a E L ‘(IR ‘; IR), e.g., 
a(t) = e-‘. But if a is integrable, then assertion (1.10) contains no new infor- 
mation because it is well-known that lim,,, R(t) = (1 + (0” a(s) ds)-‘, 
provided that L(z) + 1 # 0, Rez>O. However, since R(t) = 
(1 + JF a(s) ds)-’ + I,” r(s) d s, an estimate on r(t) will give information 
about the rate of convergence of R(t). As already noted, we have 0 < r(t) < 
4Ml + A(t)) P rovided that (1.3)-( 1.5) hold. This result will be improved in 
the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (1.4)-( 1.6) hold and that 
log (a’ 1 is convex on (0, a~). (1.11) 
If r is the solution of Eq. (1.2) then 
0 < r(t) < a(t)(l + A(t))-’ (1 - ta(t)/(l + A(t)))-‘, t > 0. (1.12) 
Zf moreover a E L’(RI ’ ; F?) and (1.8) holds, then 
-2 
as t+ co. (1.13) 
If a(t) = e-‘, then r(t) = eCzr and one sees that (1.13) need no hold if 
assumption (1.8) is dropped. When the kernel a decays exponentially, one 
can still in some cases derive results concerning r from Theorem 2, since if a 
is replaced by the function eO’a(t), then the solution of Eq. (1.2) is eV’r(t). 
But one must of course assume that e”‘a(t) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2. If this is not the case, then one can sometimes apply the results 
in [ 71, where weighted L r-spaces are used or the ones in [2] or [6], where it 
is assumed that lim,,, a(t) > 0. 
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The last result involves Eq. (1.3) and is an almost direct consequence of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 and (1.11) hold. If b is 
the solution of Eq . (1.3), then 
b(t) = (1 + 4WW4t)l~ (0) A (0) as t-+m. (1.14) 
Again, this result contains nothing new in the case when a is integrable so 
the interesting cases are the ones where A(t) -+ ao as t + 00. For further 
results on Eq. (1.3) in the case when a(O+) = too, see, e.g., [4]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It follows from results in, e.g., [8] that if a E L’(lT? ’ ; IR), then 
14, m R(t) = (1 + jr a(s) ds)-‘. But this is exactly statement (1.10) since 
lim,, ta(t) = 0 because a is integrable and nonincreasing. Hence it is 
sufficient to consider the case a 64 L’(lR + ; R), i.e., A(t) -+ co as t + co. 
Let 
h(t) = dta(t)P (NV t> 1, 
h(t) = co@(l)/~(l))7 t< 1. 
(2.1) 
First we must derive some properties of this function h. It follows from (1.6) 
that a is convex; hence it is locally absolutely continuous and its derivative 
has at most a countable number of discontinuities. Therefore the function 
u(t) = ta(t)/A (t) is also locally absolutely continuous and 
u’(t) = (1 - u(t) t ta’(t)/a(t>) a(t)/A(t), t > 0. (2.2) 
Since u(t) < 1, t > 0, a(t)/A(t) > 0, a’(t) < 0 and (1.9) holds, it is easy to 
deduce from (2.2) that there exists a constant y such that 
sup ta(t)/A(t) < y < 1. 
:>I 
(2.3) 
Recalling Definition (2.1) we conclude from (2.3) that there exists a constant 
c1 such that 
1 S h(t) S c,, tER+. (2.4) 
By (1.8), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we have for some constant c2 
I h’(t)1 S c, aWlA (t), tER+. (2.5) 
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Finally we see that it follows from (1.7), (2.1) and (2.3) that 
h(t) - h(@) -+ 0 as t--t 00 uniformly for j3 
in compact subsets of (0, co). 
Next we establish a crucial auxiliary result. 
(2.6) 
LEMMA 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
lim (‘0 a(s)(l + h(t - s)A(t -s))-* ds = 1. 
MC0 
Proof. First we will show that 
! 
.t 
a(s)(l + A(t - s))-’ ds - h(r) --t 0 as t-+co. (2.7) 
0 
We denote by A -’ the inverse function of A. If y denotes the constant 
appearing in (2.3), then it is straightforward to deduce that 
J 
.t 
a(s)(l + A(t - s))-’ ds + 0 as t+co (2.8) 
A-~(A(t)(l-I/t)V 
because 1 +A(t-s)> 1 and (1.5) and (1.9) imply that lim,,,a(t)=O; 
hence lim,,, A (t)/t = 0 so that lim,,, (A(t) -A(t)(l - l/t)? = 0. 
Introducing the new integration variable u = A (s)/.4 (t), we obtain 
i 
A-‘(A(t)(l-l/t)Y) 
a(s)(l +A(t-s))-‘ds 
‘0 
.(I - III)? 
= 
I A(t)(l +A(t-A-‘(A(t)u)))-‘du. -0 (2.9) 
It follows from (2.3) that 
A (4 < 4 - yA (qt), 4 E (0, 11, qt> 1 (2.10) 
and hence, first multiplying in (2.10) by qy and then replacing q with q”y, we 
obtain 
We conclude that 
A-‘@(t) q) < max(ql’Yt, l}. 
A(t)(l -I-A(t--A-‘(A(t)u))-’ < (1 -max{u”Y, 1/2})-y 
if t&2, O,<u<(l-l/t)Y, (2.11) 
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and the point is that this inequality shows that the function inside the 
integral on the right hand side in (2.9) is dominated by an integrable 
function. 
After these preliminary considerations we choose E > 0 and p E (0, l/2) to 
be arbitrary. By assumption (1.7) there exists a number T > 0 such that if we 
fix t > T and take a = ta(t)/A(t), then Ia- sa(s)/A(s)( < E when s E @t, t). 
This implies that 
q-‘“-E’A(qt) <A(t) < q-‘“+“‘A(qt), sEcPP, 1). (2.12) 
It follows that 
A-‘(A(t)q)<ql”a+E)t, q E co”‘: l), 
A-‘(A(t) q) > q”(=-‘It, q E (p”, 1). 
Using (2.12) and (2.13) we obtain 
.(l-D)m+E 
1 
A(t)(l +A@-A-‘(A(t)u)))-‘du 
p+E 
! 
.(1-!3)“+” 
< A(t)(l.+ A(t(1 - u”(~+~))))-~ du 
De iE 
< 
(1 _ U'/(~tE))--a--E& 
and 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
.(l-4)em& 
I 
A(f)(l + A(f - A-‘(A(t) u)))-’ du 
Da 4 
.(l-B)*-E 
> 
J 
A(f)(l + A(t(1 - u”(~-~))))--I du 
Be 4 
I 
A-BP’& 
z (A(t)-’ + (1 - u”+‘))~~‘)-’ du. (2.15) p-c 
If in (2.15), a - E < 0, then the integrals over (/3u-E, (I -/I)“-“) are taken to 
be zero. Changing the integration variable one sees that if 6 E (0, l), then 
jo’ (1 - u~‘~)-’ = 8j-I (1 -u)-” u’-’ du = y(S) (2.16) 
by a well-known result for the Beta-function. If we also observe that 
St, a(~)(1 + A(f - s))-’ ds > 1, o(O) = 1 and recall that /3 and E are arbitrary 
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and lim ,-roo A(t) = +co, then we are able to deduce from (2.1), (2.8), (2.9), 
(2.1 I) and (2.14)-(2.16) that (2.7) holds. 
Now we proceed to show that (2.7) implies the assertion of the lemma. Let 
/3 E (0, 1) be arbitrary. It follows from (2.4) and the fact that a and A are 
nonnegative that 
,&z(s)(h(t)(l +h(t-s)A(t-s))-‘-(1 +A(&s))-‘)ds 
<(c, + l)j~u(s)(l +A@-s))-*ds+2c,f a@)(1 +A(t-s))-’ ds 
r-m 
+ S.yyf) ) h(s) - h(t)\ j;-, a(~)( 1 + A(t - s))-’ ds. (2.17) 
For every T > 0 we have 
1” a(~)(1 + A(t - s))-* ds 
-0 
q%(r-s)(l +A(s))-2ds+(1 +A(q)-' ('a(~)(1 +A@-Srds 
0 .a 
and since lim,,, u(t) = 0, lim,,, A(t) = +oo and (2.4) and (2.7) hold, we 
conclude that 
lim 
J 
A a(~)( 1 + A(t - s))-* ds = 0. 
t-co 0 
(2.18) 
If we use the same change of variable as in (2.9), then we see that 
.f 
1 a(~)( 1 + A (t - s)) - ’ ds t-41 
t 
= 
I 
u(s)(l +A(t-s))-‘ds 
A-‘(A(I)(I - I/r,0 
I 
(I-IlOY 
+ actwat,,Act,A(O(l +A@-A-‘(A(W))-’ due (2.19) 
Now A(t -@)/A(t) > (1 - p)’ by (2.10) (p rovided that t is large enough), 
and therefore it follows from (2.8), (2.11) and (2.19) that 
a(~)( 1 + A(t - s))- ’ ds = 0. 
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If we combine this result with (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (2.17) and (2.18), then we 
obtain the assertion of Lemma 1 and the proof is completed. 
If we define the function y by y(t) = R(t) - (1 + h(t) A(t))-‘, then y 
satisfies the equation 
y(t) + [’ a(t - s) Y(S) ds = f(t), tER+, 
-0 
(2.20) 
where 
fi(t)=l-!.(a(s)(lth(r-s)A(t-s)))’ds, 
-0 
(2.21) 
MO = 41 + 404N-‘3 tE IR+. 
It follows from (2.4), Lemma 1 and the assumption that u & L’(R ‘; R) that 
lim fj(t) = 0, j= 1,2. (2.22) r-m 
Using the resolvent kernel r we can solve y from Eq. (2.20) and we get 
At) = f(t) - ,f; f(t - s) r(s) ds 
= f(t) R(t) t f (f(t) - f(t - s>> r(s) ds, tER+. (2.23) 
0 
Since (2.4) holds and A(t) + co, it suffices to show that lim,,, A(t) y(t) = 0. 
By (2.22) and the fact that 0 <R(t) < (1 +A(t))-’ (see [ 1, Theorem l]), it 
follows that 
lim A(t)f(t)R(t) = 0. 
t-cc 
(2.24) 
Because 0 < r(t)<a(t)(l t A(t))-’ (see [ 1, Theorem l]), 1 <A(t)/A@) < 
l/,!I by (2.10) and lim,,, a(f) = 0 it follows that there exists a function 
r(t)+ co as t -+ co such that lim,,,A(t) ji-,(,, r(s) ds = 0. But since f is 
bounded (by Lemma l), we see that 
(f(t) - f(t - s)) r(s) ds = 0. (2.25) 
Let /.3 E (0, l/2) be arbitrary. Then 
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li:, up A(t) /~~“” (f(t) - f(t - s)) T(S) ds 
< 2 lim SUP ( SUP If(s A(f) N@) 
t+cc S>?(l) 
< 2p-’ lim sup sup If(s)1 = 0 (2.26) 
t-02 s>rco 
by (2.10), (2.22) and the inequalities r(t) > 0, R(t) < (1 + A(t))-‘. If we 
recall the definition off,, then we get with the aid of (2.4) 
lim sup A(t) li5’ (f*(t) - fi(t - s)) r(s) ds 1 
f’rn 0 
-4t 
< lim sup 
J 
(I h(t - s) - h(t)1 
t-02 0 
+ c,@(t) -A(t - s))/A(t - s)) r(s) ds = 0 (2.27) 
by the dominated convergence theorem because r E L’(lR + ; R), (2.6) holds, 
(A(t)-A(t-s))/A(t-s)-,O as t +coforeachsandO,<(A(t)-A(t-s))/ 
A(t - s) < /?/(I -/3), when s E (0,pt) (see (2.10)). 
Next we claim that there exists a constant c3 such that 
Ifl (0 G c3 4t>l(l + A (Oh CE IR+. (2.28) 
From (2.21) we have 
j-i’(t) = -@(c)(l + h(t)A(W’ (2.29) 
+ 
! 
; (h(s) a(s) + h’(s) A(s))( 1 + h(s) A(s))-’ (u(t) - u(t - s)) ds). 
It follows from (1.8) that there exists a constant c, such that 
&/2) < c4 4th t> 1. (2.30) 
Therefore 
a@)(1 + A(s))-’ (a@ - s) - u(t)) ds 
< u(t/2)(1 + A(t/2)))2 !d” u(s) ds 
< 2c,a(t)(l +A(t))-‘, (2.3 1) 
where we also used (1.5) and (2.10). Now su(s)/A(s) < 1 and 
I(u(t - s) - u(t))/sl < (u’(t - s)l and hence by (lS), (1.8), (2.10) and (2.30) 
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J:, a@)( 1 + ‘4 (s)) - * (a@ - s) - a(t)) ds 
<(t’2(1+A(s))-11a’(f-s)lds 
“I 
<a(t/2)(1 +A(r))-lj”*(l+A(~))(l +A(s))-‘la’(t-s)la(t-s)-‘ds 
1 
< cd c5 a@)( 1 + A(t)) - ’ 1”’ (t/s)’ (t - s) - ’ ds 
1 
.1/2 
< cqc5 
I 
0’(1 - u)-’ du a(t)(l + A(t))-‘, (2.32) 
0 
where c, = supt> 1 / ta’(t)/u(t)j. Since y < 1, the integral on the right hand side 
in (2.32) is finite. Finally we observe that by an argument similar to the one 
used above 
J -’ a(~)( 1 + A(s))-* (a@ - s) - u(r)) ds 0 
<lu’(t- l)i<c,a(t- I)/(t- l)<c,c,u(t)(l +A@))-’ (2.33) 
when t is so large that 1 + A(t) < t - 1. By (2.4) and (2.5), [h(s) u(s) + 
h’(s) A(s)I < cc, + 4 a(s), and we can deduce from (2.4), (2.29) and 
(2.3 l)-(2.33) that (2.28) holds. 
From (2.4), (2.28) and the inequality r(t) > 0 we obtain with the aid of a 
partial integration 
A(t) jBt (fi(f) -A@- s)) ~6) ds / 
0 
<~,A(t)j’~j~ a(~)(1 +/f(u))-‘dur(s)ds 
0 t--s 
G 41 +)-I i i:_, 4~) WWs) - RW)) 
+ jpt u(t - s)@(s) - RQ3t)) ds 
0 
< q( 1 - p)- l sup (a@ - s)/u@ - s)) 
se(0.m 
X 
! 
.4t 
a(@ - s)(R (s) - R @t)) ds. 
0 
(2.34) 
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It follows from Eq. (1.1) and the fact that R is nonnegative and nonin- 
creasing that 
I 
m 
a@ - s)(R(s) -R@)) ds < 1, fEIRf. (2.35) 
0 
BY (1.6) we have sw,(o,Dt) a(t - s)/a(j?t - s) = a(t)/a@t) and it is a conse- 
quence of (1.9) that lim,,, lim SU~~+~ a(t)/@) = 0. This fact combined 
with (2.34) and (2.35) shows that 
Fy lim s,“p A(t) 
+ + 
/I’ (fi(t) - f,(t - s)) r(s) ds / = 0. 
From this result and (2.23)-(2.27) we conclude that lim,,,A(t) y(t) = 0 
and since (2.1) holds and A(t) -+ co as t + co we obtain assertion (1.10). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
It follows from (1.4)-(1.6), (1.11) and [ 1, Theorem 21 that r is positive 
and nonincreasing on (0, co). From Eq. (1.2) we have 
r(t)( 1 + A(t)) = u(t) - j,’ u(t - s)(r(s) - r(t)) ds 
= u(t) (1 - 1’ r(s) ds) + &z(t) r(f) 
0 
- 
! 
1 (u(t - s) - u(t))(r(s) - r(t)) ds, t > 0. (3.1) 
Since r and a are nonincreasing we have (u(t - s) - u(t))(r(s) - r(t)) > 0 
and hence we obtain the desired conclusion (1.12) from (3.1) because 
1 -sA r(s) ds = R(t) < (1 +A@))-’ (cf. [ 1, Theorem I]). 
Suppose next that a EL’(lR+; I?) and that (1.8) holds. Then 
lh,, R(t) = (1 + l; u(s) ds)-’ and lim,,, tu(t) = 0. Therefore it follows 
from (3.1) that we get (1.13), provided that we can show that 
1 ’ (u(t - s) - u(r))(r(s) - r(t)) ds = o(a(t)) as I-co. (3.2) 0 
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Since a is nonincreasing and T is nonnegative we see that 
lim s,up a(t)-’ f’* (a(t - s) - a(t))(r(s) - r(t)) ds 
i 0 
< litnzp 1:’ (a(t - s)/a(t) - 1) I(S) ds = 0 (3.3) 
by the dominated convergence theorem because r is integrable, 
a@ - s)lW G c4 when s E (0, t/2) by (1.5) and (2.30) and lim,,, 
a(t - s)/a(t) = 1 for each s > 0 by (1.8). From (1.2) we have 
r’(t) + a(t) r(t) + j: a’(t - s)(r(s) - r(t)) ds = a’(t) 
and since a and r are nonincreasing we get 
0 < r(s) - r(t) < a(s) - a(t) + 1’ a(u) r(u) du, O<s<t. (3.4) 
s 
Now 
lim rp a(t)-’ 1.’ (a(t - s) - a(t))(a(s) - a(t)) ds -+ . t/2 
.I/2 
< lim s,“p ) a(s)(a(t - s)/a(t) - 1) ds = 0 (3.5) * -0 
by the same argument hat was used in deriving (3.3). Since r(s) < a(s) < 
c,a(l), s E (t/2, t) by (1.5), (2.30) and [ 1, Theorem l] we obtain 
li:rp a(t)-’ 1’ 
f/2 
(a(t - s) - a(t)) lt a(u) r(u) du ds 
s 
(3.6) 
where we again invoke the dominated convergence theorem and the 
assumption that a is integrable. Claim (3.2) is a consequence of (3.3~(3.6) 
and the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Again we may without loss of generality assume that a C L’(iR ‘; R), 
since if a is integrable, then assertion (1.14) follows directly from the fact 
that b is nonincreasing (see, e.g., [ 3, Lemma 2.11). 
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Let A > 1 be arbitrary and let xA be the solution of the equation 
,I -‘x*(t) + 1’ a(t - s) xA(s) ds = 1, tER+. (4.1) -0 
It follows from the results in the proof of [ 3, Lemma 2.11 that 
lim xA(t) = b(t), 
A+co 
t E (0, co). 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
x,(t) = (1 + ~WMt~WW)) as t+ 00 
uniformly with respect to 1 E (1, co). (4.2) 
We define the function h by (2.1) and we take y,(t) = x,(t) - 
(1 + h(t) A(t))-‘. Then y satisfies the equation 
A-‘y,Jt) + 
J 
.‘a(t - s) yA(s) ds =.fl(t) + L-y*(t), tER+, (4.3) 
0 
where the functionsf, andf, are the ones defined in (2.21). If we let r,, be 
the solution of the equation 
rA(t> + A .’ a(t - s) r*(s) ds = h(t) ! (4.4) 0 
and take R,(t) = 1 - sk TV ds (so that x,(t) = AR,(t)), then we can deduce 
from (4.3) that 
y,t(t> = (f,(t) + A- ‘%W> AR,(t) 
+j’(fi(t-S)-fi(t)+~-‘(~(t-s)-~(f)))~r~(S)ds. 
0 
Now we can proceed in almost exactly the same manner as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 to show that lim,,, A(t) y,(t) = 0 uniformly with respect to 
A E (1, 03) because R,(t) < (1 + &l(t))-’ and A lt a(t - s)(R,(s) -R,(t)) 
ds < 1, but the terms corresponding to (2.25) and (2.27) must be given 
special consideration. For the term corresponding to (2.25) we use the fact 
that by (4.4) and Theorem 2 we have 
0 < T-A(t) < Az(t)(1 + AA(t))-* (1 - tAa(t>/(l + AA(t)))-’ 
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and (2.3) holds. For the term corresponding to (2.27) we use the estimates 
A(t) i”’ (f2(4 - f2G - s)) r,l(s) ds / 
.O 
< sup 
seta. 1) 
(\h(t - s) - h(t)\ + (A(t) -A(t - s))/A(t - “)).I, TV ds 
+ ip’ (I h(t - s) - h(t)1 + (A(t) - A (t - s))/A (t - s)) 
x (1 - y)-’ a(s2 ds 
and since s: rA(s) ds ,< 1 we obtain the desired conclusion from (2.6), (2.10) 
and the dominated convergence theorem. Hence we can prove that 
lim,, A(t) vA(t) = 0 uniformly with respect to A E (1, co) and from (2.1), 
the definition of y, and the assumption that A(t) -+ co we get claim (4.2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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